Education in Karolinska Institute. We hope with your help, we could use the results of the project for planning and implementation of online CME programs.
Dear colleague, as you know, by using information and communication technologies, we could improve the education. Because the production of the eCME programs is expensive, it is necessary to understand the skills and preferences of the physicians and also the barriers in this field. This study aims to do so.
How to answer?
The questions are about your experience in using elearning in CME (CD and online version). If you have such an experience and you are a GP, then please fill the questionnaire. Please think more about your eCME experience, and then start to answer the questions. Filling this questionnaire is completely voluntary and your personal information will be protected in this study. Your honest answers will help to tailor future eCME programs to the users' interest and skills. For the attitudinal questions, please specify the place which is closer to your opinion, for example: 7-What is your recommendation to your colleagues about eCME: (--) has been a pleasant (--) has failed (--) has been unpleasant (--) I think it is too early for the medical community 9-Please help us to know more about your experience from eCME:
Have you spent on eCME program, what you think of the following? a
In terms of time saving
In terms of scientific quality
The opportunity to earn CME credits
In terms of possible Q&A with teachers
In terms of final exam
10-My bosses are encouraging me to use the eCME (if you work in a hospital or medical clinic, please answer this question)
11-Manager and staff of the university CME office, are encouraging me to use the eCME:
12-My GP friends are encouraging me to use the eCME:
13-CME rules and regulations are encouraging me to use the eCME:
By the eCME, we mean using CD and online programs to learn and earn credits in continuing medical education. Page 4 14-Today, working with computer and the Internet is inevitable for physicians:
15-Distraction agents in the online environment (email, and social networks), prevent me to focus on eCME:
16-My personal and available computer ………… (--) has proper features for the use of eCME (--) eCME programs hardly run on it (--) I don't have access to the computer 17-What is your situation in using computer for eCME:
I am not ready to work with computers for eCME ---(-3)---(-2)---(-1)---(0)---(+1)---(+2)---(+3)---I do all computer works of eCME by myself
18-According to audiovisual principles, most of the educational materials and multimedia in eCME are …………….
monotonous and
exhausting ---(-3)---(-2)---(-1)---(0)---(+1)---(+2)---(+3)---engaging and encourage learning
19-According to the usual Internet speed, most of the eCME programs are run and downloaded well:
20-Between two supposed online and seminar CME programs, with equal quality and same subject, which one do you prefer:
Online
In order to understand which kind of GPs could take more advantages of the eCME, we need some more information about your practice and interaction with eCME. Any information that you think is too personal, Please do not complete answer it! By the eCME, we mean using CD and online programs to learn and earn credits in continuing medical education. Page 5 21-Please specify your clinical workplace (if it is necessary, select more than one option): 
